Preoperative radiomics nomogram for microvascular invasion prediction in hepatocellular carcinoma using contrast-enhanced CT.
To develop and validate a radiomics nomogram for preoperative prediction of microvascular invasion (MVI) in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). The study included 157 patients with histologically confirmed HCC with or without MVI, and 110 patients were allocated to the training dataset and 47 to the validation dataset. Baseline clinical factor (CF) data were collected from our medical records, and radiomics features were extracted from the artery phase (AP), portal venous phase (PVP) and delay phase (DP) of preoperatively acquired CT in all patients. Radiomics analysis included tumour segmentation, feature extraction, model construction and model evaluation. A final nomogram for predicting MVI of HCC was established. Nomogram performance was assessed via both calibration and discrimination statistics. Five AP features, seven PVP features and nine DP features were effective for MVI prediction in HCC radiomics signatures. PVP radiomics signatures exhibited better performance than AP and DP radiomics signatures in the validation datasets, with the AUC 0.793. In the clinical model, age, maximum tumour diameter, alpha-fetoprotein and hepatitis B antigen were effective predictors. The final nomogram integrated the PVP radiomics signature and four CFs. Good calibration was achieved for the nomogram in both the training and validated datasets, with respective C-indexes of 0.827 and 0.820. Decision curve analysis suggested that the proposed nomogram was clinically useful, with a corresponding net benefit of 0.357. The above-described radiomics nomogram can preoperatively predict MVI in patients with HCC and may constitute a usefully clinical tool to guide subsequent personalised treatment. • No previously reported study has utilised radiomics nomograms to preoperatively predict the MVI of HCC using 3D contrast-enhanced CT imaging. • The combined radiomics clinical factor (CF) nomogram for predicting MVI achieved superior performance than either the radiomics signature or the CF nomogram alone. • Nomograms combing PVP radiomics and CF may be useful as an imaging marker for predicting MVI of HCC preoperatively and could guide personalised treatment.